
Energy market data
The latest market movements are available to view on a daily basis to help 

with an understanding of trends within the marketplace. The ability to analyse 

historical trends as well as to directly compare wholesale price movements 

across 12, 24 and 36 month terms, supports your decision making.

Meter readings
Customers can upload meter readings directly into the system and also add a 

photo of the meter. This functionality allows customers to review previous billed 

readings and ensures that the meter reading is verified at the point of submission, 

with a notification prompt displayed if any reading doesn’t follow correctly.

Account management and comments
While customer access is available at any time to key data and analysis, PEPI 

also offers monthly reporting and commentary from your Relationship Manager, 

providing observations and recommendations.

Report suite compromising usage or cost 
comparisons month-by-month, year-by-year

Half-hourly data analysis undertaken to help 
you troubleshoot anomalies

In addition to the pre-populated reports offered as standard to all clients in 

PEPI, we also offer clients the opportunity to invest in bespoke reporting via 

our Eco-Hub product. 

Contact us to find out more about a bespoke reporting package.

Positive Energy 
Pack Interactive 
(PEPI): 
Improve your consumption  
monitoring and budgeting

For more information contact us at  

bepositive@zenergi.co.uk | 02380 286300 | zenergi.co.uk

Our complimentary customer portal, the Positive 

Energy Pack Interactive (PEPI), delivers high quality 

validated energy and water data that helps to drive 

energy and carbon savings. While the responsibility of 

organisations to reduce their carbon footprint has never 

been greater, our easy-to-use system offers granular 

visibility into energy and water consumption to support 

with monitoring, managing, and reducing energy use 

to support with accurate budgeting; understanding 

of consumption patterns; and energy compliance.

Forecasting and budgets:  
Observe your organisation’s cost 
and consumption data for gas, 
electricity and water
The PEPI allows you to compare your actual spend 

and consumption compared to profiled expectations 

we set at the beginning of your contract. You can define 

the observation period and drill into the detail on an 

organisation level, or down to a specific meter point(s). 

The ability to compare year-on-year trends helps you 

to forward predict your expenditure in an informed 

and simple manner.

Half-hourly consumption data
Our data is regularly uploaded to the portal for 

customers utilising our data collection package. 

Accessing half-hourly data means the usage trends at 

your site(s) can be compared to expectations, and any 

identified areas of overconsumption can be investigated.


